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Abstract
Gleissberg cycle is a recurring climatic period of 80 years duration. It is usually attributed to the
influence of the Sun. In this article, we present a new hypothesis for the possible cause related to
the magnetic field of Jupiter.
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1. Introduction
The Gleissberg cycle (Figure 1) is a 80-year climatic cycle which causes climatic cycle [1] the famous Maunder
Minimum (Figure 2) that apparently originates the Little Ice Age. The intensity variation of this cycle is more or
less the same order as the solar cycles of 11 years but with the difference that occurs in a longer period of time
sufficient to make significant climatic changes.
The Gleissberg cycle may be the main cause of these variations in global temperatures.
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Figure 1. The smooth curve of temperatures between 1880 and 2010 has sinusoidal shape and its
maximum is about 1900 and 1980 therefore it has a period of approximately 80 years.

Figure 2. The Maunder Minimum occurred between 1645 and 1715.

The Gleissberg cycle is usually attributed to a solar activity cycle. But we think it may have another possible,
cause.

2. Cosmic Rays
Anyway we should consider the recent research on the influence of the cosmic rays on the weather.
The scientist Henrik Svensmark [2] [3], director of the Research Center of the Sun-Climate Relationship was
surprised “by the speed and efficiency of how the electrons work to create the main blocks for the cloud condensation nuclei”.
The results of this experiment supports the empirical theory proposed a decade ago (made by scientists Henrik
Svensmark and Eigil Friis-Christensen), that cosmic rays influences the Earth’s climate through cloud formation
(Figure 3). The original theory showing the correlation between the change in the intensity of cosmic rays entering our atmosphere and the amount of clouds located at a low altitude. Cloud cover increases when the cosmic ray intensity increases and decreases when the intensity declines.
It is known that low-altitude clouds have a cooling effect on the Earth’s surface so that variations in cloud
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Figure 3. Cosmic rays influence the creation of clouds.

covering caused by cosmic rays could, in turn, change the temperature of the surface.
The existence of this connection between cosmic rays and the Earth’s climate could explain past and present
variations of our climate.

3. The Possible Effect of Jupiter
We should wonder what can produce a 80-year cycle in cosmic radiation reaching the Earth. To vary the cosmic
radiation striking the Earth in a 80-year cycle, we would need to have a magnetic shield that rotates against the
background of fixed stars every 80 years or so. Well, we have it. It is the planet Jupiter [4]-[6], although its visible radiation from the Earth is small, we all know that it has a magnetic field (Figure 4) as seen from Earth is
greater than the full Moon. This could be deflecting the cosmic radiation coming from outside the solar system.
And the position of Jupiter, seen from Earth, as regards to the fixed stars varies precisely in a period of approximately 80 years [7]. This is because the orbital period of Jupiter is 11.86 years and 11.86 × 7 = 83.02. Every 83
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Figure 4. Jupiter’s magnetic field is much larger than the
planet already giant.

Figure 5. Intensity of cosmic radiation (solid line) from 1953 to date detected in the monitor climax,
United States, along with the sunspot cycle (dotted line) for the same period.

years, Jupiter and the Earth are in the same relative position in the Solar System and this way Jupiter is seen
against the same background of stars.
According to this hypothesis it would be interesting to study the frequency of radiation coming from outside
the solar system like the solar [8]-[11] radiation that correlates [12] with sunspots (Figure 5).

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we think that the influence of Jupiter’s magnetic field on cosmic rays reaching the Earth and its
relationship to Earth’s climate should be investigated.
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